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ABSTRACT
The distribution of water and of enteric bacteria of possible:
fecal origin Into Las Veyas Bay from Las Vegas Wash w?..$ detemined.
Determination of distribution patterns was attained by applying
the concept of the population component ratio of enteric bacteria.
The development and application of new techniques and methods implicit
in the application of the "component ratio" concept are discussed.
The unreliability of thoroughly referenced techniques and methods
generally accepted as standard are treated in detail. Physical
factors GffectijKJ the distribution and deposition of enteric bacteria
(including those of special public health importance) in Las Venss
Bay are also discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Municipal sanitation eff luent and industrial waste are the
primary source of po l lu t ion of Las Vegas Wash ( L V W ) . LVW carries
in excess of £0x10 gallons of nutrient r i ch> s i l t and bacterial
laden water into Boulder Basin per twenty-four hours. Because a
substantial percentage of the bacterial popula t ion carried by the
wash may be of fecal or igin , with possible p u b l i c heal th impl icat ions . ,
it is desirable to have some understanding of their fate in Las Vegas
Bay and Boulder Bas in .
The objective of this thesis is to use the heavy bacterial
load of LVW as a means of es tab l i sh ing patterns of d is t r ibut ion of
water from this stream into the lake. The lar-ie bacterial populat ion
of LVW has the obvious u t i l i ty as a tracer imp l i c i t in a large
temporary surge of bacteria. I f of suf f ic ien t magn i tude , surges of
bacteria would Lend to overcome the enormous d i l u t i o n potential of
the lake.
Obviously,, it is essential that tno bacterial populat ions
thus used should r.os enter as & cont inuous stream of evanly distri-
buted genera, but should vary spat io tempora l iy re la t ive to genera
arse! population size. Thus popula t ions convJsUrKj of on-- predominant
genus entering ths lake over a f ini te* penoc, if IP. h i g h enoiuh
concentration, may be detected as; a recognizable entity ">n the lake. .
If bacterial populations ary continuously present, temporary alter-
ations of components may suff ice.
An additional benefit of utilizing bacterial tracers would be
to determine the extent of pollution of the lake by bacteria of
medical importance.
ORGANIZATION OF THIS THESIS
This thesis is basically civided into five chapters and
conclusions for the entires thesis are as follows:
Ci'iajpter__l. The text of this chapter is a systems analysis of
bacterial tracing techniques. Because of the enormous dilution
potential of Boulder Basin presented to the entering water and
associated bacteria from Las Vegas Wash, it seemed wise to first
determine minimum tracer detection sensitivity under worst case
conditions in the basin (i.e. mixing).
A second consideration was the choice of bacteria to be used
as tracer. Because bacteria may be easily divided into two groups
on the basis of their oxidase reaction, both groups were considered.
Both the negative and positive qualities of each group are considered.
Chapter 2. During 1974 methods were established for the
rapid identification of oxidase negative bacteria, A summary of
these methods was presented at the Arizona Academy of Science in
1975, and a manuscript was prepared for publication. Because con-
firmed identifications of all oxidase negative bacteria are a
necessity for the application of the "component ratio" concept of
bacterial tracing if. lias been included in the thesis.
Ch_apj;er_3. The text of this chapter is the cumulative
experience of the other four chapters. Without the knowledge and
experience gained from these previous investigations the development
of the methods used and the discovery of the "Component: Rat-o"
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concept of bacterial tracing would not have been possible.
Chalter__4-t A great deal of success has been achieved with
oxidase positive tracers in this laboratory. The general precepts
and ideas in this chapter are directly applicable to tracing water
distributions, with oxidase negative bacteria. The results of this
study have already been accepted for publication, but are also
appropriately a part of this thesis, thus they have been included.
£'i<y?Jl?.L._2.- During 1974-75, considerable effort was expended
on determining the distribution and numbers of coliform (i.e. lactose
fermenting oxidase negative) bacteria in Boulder Basin and Las Vegas
Wash. These data are also an integral part of the thesis.
Conclusions for the thesis as a whole. Although each
chapter contains discussion and conclusion sections, each presents
ideas from that particular portion of the study only. The conclusions
presented here are the resultant integration of the entire thesis.
I
Chapter 1
ANALYSIS OF BACTERIAL TRACING TECHNIQUES
Analysis of bact.enal tracing techniques. Previous work in
Lake Mead (Chapter 4) indicated that before any active use of tracers
to determine water distribution patterns could begin, a systems
analysis was needed to determine tracer concentrations thar: would be
required for minimum detectability under the worst conditions that
would be encountered in the lake, i.e. mixing. Values derived from
the systems analysis should allow calculation of tracer concentrations
required for detection in a specific volume of water. It would also
allow for the prediction of where the effects of these surges of
tracer would be detectable in the lake.
Figure l-'i demonstrates the effect of volumetric dilution of
the wash influent by Boulder Basin, assuming complete, mixing. The
curves were determined by calculating the dilution of n twenty-four
hour volume of. flow from LVW by the increasing water volume of
Boulder Bas-in as the flow progresses outward from the inner Las
Vegas Bay (Figure 1-1). The required tracer input, in surges lasting
0.001 days to '100 -lays, necessary to be detected at various points in
the lake ware extrs.polat.ad froit! the one day curve. By selecting a
bacterial concentration located on the vertical scale and propagating
a line from that concentration until it intercepts the surge curve
desired, i.e. 1 day, 10 days, f-.ic... the voluni" of water that would
be expected to contain cue bacterium of L\M origin per mil 11 liter
S
Figure Bacterial tracer detection prediction curves for
Lake Mead: Tracer concentration and surge
duration versus various water volumes in
Lake Mead.
!06
Log. Volume of Lake Water
can be determined by propagating a line vertically from the surge
•^
intercept until it intercepts the horizontal axis (lake volume in rrf).
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Thus if the surge concentration of bacteria is 10" and surge time
is 0.1 days., one would expect to detect 1 bacterium/ml in
7 ^2x10 nr of lake water. Obviously, if surge time increased, minimum
detection could be achieved in increasingly larger volumes of water,
Detection capability may also be enhanced by using larger
sample volumes. If 100 ml samples were used rather than 1 ml
samples, detection sensitivity would be amplifiad 100 times, with an
additional advantage of collecting a larger portion of the bacterial
population. Statistically, this would, be a great advantage.
Unfortunately, sample size iz restricted by the methods of analysis
and sample volumes greater than 100 ml are prohibitive. Note that
the very high concentration of indigenous tracer (necessary because
of dilution volume) represents an equally high, or higher concentration
of artificial tracer> such as fluorescent beads, or dye, and thus
constitutes avoidance of prohibitively high cost.
Obviously a sampling matrix (space and time) can be set up
in accordance with.this analysis. Note that spacing of sampling
points and sampling frequency can be predetermined according to the
optimum surge size required.
Biological and ])!wsic.nj decay. In audition to ths effects
of dilution, bacterial populations entering the l^ke are subject to
physical and biological decay. The main component of the fe^ner is
sedimentation. Bacteria have- c tendency to cling tc partic'jlates,
and quite possibly sediment, out with the particufates.
8The main component of biological decay is the death rate, a
quantity almost impossible to predetermine exactly, though laboratory
simulation may confer an idea of orders of magnitude (1,3,4,5,6,7).
However the disadvantages of biological and physical decay should be
offset by the enormous amount of tracer entering the lake.
Choice of' indigenous tracer. In addition to their obvious
morphological and physiological characteristics, bacteria may be
divided into two groups on the basis of their oxidase reaction.
Enteric bacteria (including lactose fermenting representatives-
col i forms) by definition are a major component of oxidase negative
organisms, while quite a large percentage of the lake microflora are
oxidase positive. Selecting a particular group of bacteria as tracer
bacteria is dependent on the numbers present in the population
readily characterized by the oxidase test4 and how many of the initial
population need be collected to indicate specific distribution
patterns.
Also* LVW bacteria may or may not be specific to.LVW but also
indigenous to the lake, and small increases in LVW bacteria may not
be- recognizable in the lake as a separate entity because of the noise
level produced by like bacteria in the lake (Chapter 4).
Techn.ical j)>'oblems. Hhen a particular group of bacteria is
chosen for intensive study, problems inherent to their isolation must
be'considered. Differential media r,re ofte-n used so that oxidase
negative bacteria may be easily recognized. Constituents of these
media may be inhibitory and quite possibly toxic to members of the
oxidase negative population, resulting in minimum harvest from a
IIi
4
relatively large population. Some media used for coliform isolation
have been shown to inhibit or kill greater than 60 percent of the
initial population (1,2,5,6,8,9).
Also, literature data indicate that coliform bacteria in
aquatic environments may be in a stressed and starving condition.
Differential media and elevated temperatures required to differentiate
coliforms from the rest of the bacterial population may be too
rigorous unless these bacteria are returned to health and may quite
possibly be responsible for unrealistically low estimates of coliform
populations collected from natural environments, as well as for
inaccurate estimations of their proportion relative to the oxidase
positive numbers.
The advantage of using oxidase positive tracers is the lack
of inhibition by the media used, which therefore results in much
higher counts. This could also be done with oxidase negatives,
however the use of certain selective and differential media, though
inhibitory, has the force of precedent. Thus it seemed that "initial
work on tracing water distributions with oxidase negative bacteria
should at least be initiated with these methods. In case lack of
success resultedj all other causes but the media used could be
eliminated.
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Chapter 2
IDENTIFICATION OF ENTERIC BACTERIA
IN WATER SUPPLIES
INTRODUCTION
Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater
(1) lists only two methods for presumptive and one method for confirmed
identification of coliform bacteria. Both presumptive methods,
membrane filter and most probable numbers, rely on lactose as the
differential sugar. According to Cowan (2), lactose fermentation
is quite variable among the Enterobacteriaceae. Thus colonies counted
and isolated may not be coliforms, but other enteric bacteria. For
confirmation Standard Methods utilizes the IMViC tests, which &»•«
actually directed toward the characterization only of Es£hjH.c_hi_a_ colJU
E nteroba c te r aero genes, and Citrobacter freundii, or, 3 of the 11
enteric genera.
To test the extent and significance of the problem wi th
presumptive procedures, a program of isolation and ident i f ica t ion was
in i t ia ted with environmental samples (Lake Mead and Las Vegas W a s h )
known to contain large numbers of enteric bacteria. To underscore
the l imitat ions of Standard Methods for conf i rmat ion, a s l igh t ly
modified version of the rou'ltitest procedure advocated by M a r t i n (7)
was-app l ied to the same isoles subjected to I M V i C testing.
11
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Water samples were collected in a three liter Van Dorn bottle
sanitized with acetone-alcohol. The water column was sampled in 10
meter Increments from surface to bottom at f ive sampling locations
located as indicated in Figure 1-1. The samples were placed on ice
and transported to the laboratory for analysis. Duplicate dilutions
of 100, 10, and 1ml were filtered on membrane filters, treated with
media, incubated, and counted according to Standard Methods procedures
for fecal and total coliforms (1).
Typical colonies were randomly selected from the filters*
streaked on EMB agar, and incubated at 35°C until well--defined
colonies appeared. Both typical and atypical coliform colonies on
EMB were transferred to maintenance slants. When substantial growth
was obtained on each of the slants, the individual isolates were
gram-stained, innoculated into dextrose broth, and, tested for oxidase
and catalase capability. The organisms demonstrating characteristics
of the Enterobacteriaceae as defined by Cowan (2) were introduced to
the IMV'iC and my Hi test procedures. ROCHE Improved Enterotubes were
used for the letter.
After all biochemical test? were complete, the organisms
were identified according to schemes for both procedures. No addi-
tional tests were performed or, organisms not ic'entified by the IMViC
method. Rhamnose and raffinose fennentavions were required in some
instances to supplement the 11 biochemical tests of trie multitest
procedure.
i
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RESULTS
The results of the comparison demonstrates the inadequacy
of the IMViC method of identification, which resulted in relatively
low numbers of identified organisms and comparatively h igh numbers
of misidentified organisms (Table 2-1),, On the other hand the
multitest procedure resulted in 100 percent ident i f ica t ion of sl'i
organisms introduced into the system.
For example isolate 1, ident if ied as Eschenchla col i Variety
I by the IMViC procedure, demonstrated characteristics that were
actually those of Klebs ie l l a spj). as indicated by bicci^nrical
react.ions, lack of motility and the presence of a capsule. The
results of the reactions of the IMViC tests together wi th the mul ' i i -
test procedure, Indicated-that the organism was either Kle_bsjje]_lrj_
pneunioniae, type 3; or Klebs|eJJa pzae_na£.
Isolates 2, 4 and 10 ware; i den t i f i ed as j^lter^'bj^ter. ae.rogenes
Variety I by IMViC but the midtitest procedure confirmed the'/r
identity as JHebsjella. SJIP_. The presence of ovnHh1i?o decarboxylase
was the only biochemical test differentiating £_, .^^ "j'Jll ant' fi-
££iftU|ncrriae_: the lack of motil i ty my be another Ident i fy- in9 character-
istic, b u t j According to Johnson (£}, these characteristics are not
suff ic ient tc differentiat?. gc-neras and, because they are so closely
related, they should be combined into K s ingle genus tnet would
accommodate both motile and nonmotile forins.
Isolates 7, 12 and 18 wero identirievi «?s F_.. aerogenss
Varieties I s I and II , respectively, by I M V i C . On the basis of
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Isolate #
Identity By
IMV1C
Identity By
Multitest
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
Escherichia coli Var. I
Enterobacter aerogenes Var. I
Escherichia coli Var. I
Enterobacter aerogenes Var. I
NOT IDENTIFIED
NOT IDENTIFIED
Enterobacter aerogenes Var. I
NOT IDENTIFIED
NOT IDENTIFIED
Enterobacter aerogenes Var. I
NOT IDENTIFIED
Enterobacter aerogenes Var. I
NOT IDENTIFIED
NOT IDENTIFIED
NOT IDENTIFIED
NOT IDENTIFIED
Escherichia coli Var. II
Enterobacter aerogenes Var. II
Klebsiella spp.
Klebsiella spp.
Escherichia co'li
Klebsie'lla spp.
Escherichia coli
Shi gel!a spp.
Enterobacter cloacae
Escherichia coli
Eschsrichia coli
K'lebsiella spp.
Serrat'ia rnarcescens
Enterobacter cloacae
Escherichia coli
Escherichia coli
Klabsiella spp,
Klebsiella spp,
Escherichia coli
Enterobactfcr cloacae
Table 2-1: Identity of isolates by IMViC and Multitest procedures.
#I
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rhamnose fermentation and lace of raffinose fermentation the multi-
test indicated that E_. aerogenes Varieties I and II were actually
E_. cloacae, a different species.
Of the 18 isolates utilized in this comparison, only 50 percent
were identified by the Standard Method procedure (IMViC), and of
those identified by this method, only two were correct by current
standards for nomenclature. The multitest procedure identified all
of the isolates to a great degree of confidence with the exception
of isolate 1. This particular organism would have required a much
more detailed biochemical series of tests to establish whether it was
K/ pneumom'ae or K. ozaenae. Table 1 contains organism identification
for both the IMViC, arid multimedia systems.
DISCUSSION
The multitest procedure employed in this study greatly
facilitated the identification of the isolated enterics. This was
pointed out by Leers, W. D. (6) who stated that IPO re than 91? percent
of the enteric bacteria could be identified within 24 hours vnthout
additional tests. Actually, we found that all the isolates could be
identified to genus within 24 hours, but further tests were required
to apply epithets to species of ivlabsiella, Enterohactfar, ^trcbaeter,
ShigeVJjcjs and S^l_n!0n_el_l_a_. Although not shown in the rapid screening
u — —
chart (Figure 2-1), Yersim'a spp. can also be identified by the use
of this multitest method of identification.
In all instances "Bergey's" (2) should be utilised in conjunc-
tion with the rapid screening chart because isolates do not st'ivv'ays
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demonstrate a classic identification profile, and, unless the techni-
cian examines all possibilities, the probability of misidentification
is always present.
The multitest system, which perhaps not the ultimate answer
for enteric identification., appears to be the best interim procedure
we have at this time. Similar methods have been used in clinical
bacteriology, computer assisted taxonomy, and numerical taxonomy
(3,4,5,7,8,9).
Standard Methods procedures, on the other hand, seem burdened
with inherent possibilities for error, with lactose fermentation with
gas formation within 24 i 2 hours at 44.5°C the principle basic
problem. Only certain bio types of £. cojj_ and C_. freundii exhibit the
capability. Also there is some disagreement concerning E_. aerogenes.
It has been shown that E_. aerogenes capable of fermenting lactose
with gas production at 44.5 C appears to be from soil or vegetation
free from fecal contamination, while the other biotype, negative for
this reaction, appears to be of fecal origin (2). This is in direct
contradiction with Standard Methods.
For the above reason we feel that the multitest method of
identification should be considered for the next revision of Standard
Methods, This would allow substitution of identification of the
enteric bacteria actually present for the rather suspect current
"colifcnn" procedures. Obviously, lactose in present presumptive
media would hsvfi to be replaced by dextrose, the sugar common to
al 1 Enterobactenaceae.
17
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Chapter 3
DISTRIBUTION OF ENTERIC BACTERIA
IN LAS VEGAS BAY
INTRODUCTION
The utility of oxidase positive bacteria for tracing water dis-
tribution patterns has been established (Chapter 4). Although these
bacteria are a large component of the bacterial population, there is
another component of the population composed of oxidase negative
bacteria, among which are included those Enterobacten'aceae of special
medical significance (Salmonella. Shi gel la, Klebsiella, Yersinia).
Also, media used for the isolation of oxidase negative
bacteria are inhibitory and usually result in low population estimates,
while in fact these bacteria may be present in numbers much higher
than one would expect.
For these reasons I decided to look at the oxidase negative
bacteria as a means of determining water distribution patterns. Data
concerning their deposition in the lake could perhaps be obtained
<. iwiultaneously.
Previous students of water distribution patterns did not
a confirmed method to substantiate their results (1-3,2/7,26,32).
However a study conducted in 1899 (IS) (to determine tho extent of
natural purification of fecal bacteria by lakes and streams) did
utilize chlorine and fluorescein dye as a confirming technique in
conjunction with bacterial i>amn!ing. Although the supporting
13
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methods did not correlate directly with bacterial concentrations, they
did indicate water distribution patterns from a specific sewage
source.
Fluorescent dyes, because of their relatively high fluoro-
metric detectability» should provide an excellent precursor for
bacterial sample collections. An instantaneous or "slug" injection
into a moving body of water should produce a well defined dye peak
that could be easily monitored by fluorometric methods as the dye
moves away from the point of injection (31,32). The dye peak would
indicate water velocity, dilution rate and provide a signal to insure
sampling of a specific bacterial population as it progresses away
from an initial sampling point. However, note that the distribution
curve for the injection of dye may not correlate with the curve for a
discrete "slug" of entering bacteria.
*
Inhibitory effects of differential media on oxia'ase negative
bacteria have been discussed extensively in the I j t a f f a i u r o (Chapter 2,
references 3,7,IGV15,24,29). The results of these investigations
indicate that ut i l izat ion of non-inhibi tory media may he instrumental
in isolation of far greater numbers of oxidase negative bacteria
than could be achieved wi th differential media. Obviously the use of
nornnhibitor-y and non-differential media would make characterizat ion
of the enteric genera more d i f f i cu l t , but replica plat ing methods (21)
and biochemical characterization en In i t ia l isolation plates (7)
might facilitate characterization greatly. Di f f i cu l t i e s in enteric
identification created by the use of rum-inhibitory media would he
far outweighed by the increased harvest of these bacteria.
•m /j
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The distance to which bacterial tracing can be accomplished
with confidence will depend on the initial tracer population (IIP)
amplitude and duration. Past data has indicated that IIP may last
from a few mimstes to several days. Also the concentration of
enteric bacteria may vary from o/lOO nil LVW sample to as high as
10 /100 ml. Previous studies (Chapter 4) have demonstrated that
t;
individual tracer bacteria concentrations of greater than 1CT/TJO ml
over a finite period of time are required for extensive tracing of
water distribution patterns in Las Vegas Bay, for one reason to
overcome the noise created by a given count of indigenous lake
bacteria, for another, to obviate sedimentation and biological decay
with specific reference to enteric bacteria. Other precepts were
that tracer bacteria should not be indigenous to the lake and should
appear in LVW periodically. Regarding the latter there is also the
possibility that resuspension of sediment bound organisms may perturb
ratios of organisms found to some extent (5,9,11,13,14).
Previous studies conducted in Lake Mead (Chapter 5) indicate
that there may be a residual population of these organisms present
in the lake at all times. Assuming this is true, the entering
enteric population from Las Vegas Wash would have to be in concentra-
tion.?- high enough to overcome the noise created by the residual
eiitsric populations for any extensive tracing in Las Vegas Bay,
Enumeration of the individual genera and species in the
population may serve as a second confirmatory moans to insure that the
same incident population is being sampled at all times, Also they
arc an excellent way of studying the concept that tracers need not
t21
be intermittent to be used, if two or more of them vary in relative
numbers consistently over a given period.of time ("Component Ratio
Concept"). For example, if or-i^nism A is usually twice as numerous
as B, then suddenly, for t>.<>o weeks or so becomes half as numerous as
8 then the change in ratio constitutes a traceable situation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sampling locations were selected from midstream of Las Vegas
Wash to a point approximately 1400 meters below the convergence of
the wash with Las Vegas Bay. The sampling locations are illustrated
in Figure 3-1, and a description of the locations is given in Table 3-1.
Dyei in;[ectH.mand detection. One gallon (3.785 1) of Rhodamine
WT which was determined to be the same density as the water in the
wash (1.025 g/ml) was placed in a glass container, suspended in
midstream of Las Vegas. Wash at Sampling Point 1 and a'lowed to
equilibriate for 30 minutes. The container was then broken and an
instantaneous dye injection was achieved (31,32).
Because of the shallow water at Sampling Point A (less than
30 cm) the boat containing the fluormetric detection equipment could
not be utilized for continuous sampling of the dye peak. Grab
samples were collected at five minute intervals and returned to the
boat for analysis. Samples were collected until 15 minutes after the
dye peak passed the sampling point. Detection of the dye we.s accom-
plished with a Turner Model #111 Fluoroirieter, the output of which was
recorded cm a stripchart recorder. At. Sampling Points G and 2 the
complete dye envelope was monitored and recorded. This was accom-
n ir"
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Description
Located in midstream of Las Vegas Wash approximately 10 meters
upstream from the North Shore Road bridge. The stream flow
is very rapid with a depth variation of 30-50 cm.
Located in midstream of Las Vegas Wash just above the con-
vergence with Las Vegas Bay and 1200 meters downstream from
Sample Point 1. The stream flow is very rapid, and has an
average depth of 50 cm.
Located below the convergence 400 meters downstream from
Sample Point A in the present wash channel, just in front; of
a line of dead trees and shrubs outlining the old wash
channel prior to the construction of Boulder Dam. The flow
rate is relatively slow at this point, and maximum depth is
4.0 meters.
Located in midchannel 1000 meters below Sampling Point G
and in line with the campground adjacent to Las Vegss Boat
Harbor. The water velocity is the same as at 6, and the
maximum depth is 11 meters.
; ! . • : ; m
! II!
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Table 3-1: Description of Sampl ing Poin ts in
Las Vegas Wash and Las Vegas Bay
' i i
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plished by suspending a hose into the water column at density current
depth, a depth established by conductivity readings and pilot dye
studies. The hose was 'connected to a D.C. self-priming pump, the
output of which was connected by 3/8 inch tygon tubing to the flowthru
cell of the fluorometer.
Bacterial sample^co^'lecjbipn. Bacteria'! samples were collected
at the dye injection point 15 minutes after dye injection and 15
minutes after dye peak arrival at all other sampling points. The
samples were collected in this manner to insure against the possible
toxic effects of the dye on the organisms. Also this method theoreti-
cally would insure continuous sampling of a discrete bacterial
population at each sampling point.
Samples collected at Sampling Points 1 and A were collected
with a three liter Van Dorn bottle previously sanitized with acetone-
alcohol. Because of the shallowness of the water at 1 and A and
because of the rapid flow only one subsurface grab sample was taken.
Samples collected at Sampling Points G and 2 were collected with a
previously sanitized three liter Van Dorn bottle. Samples were
collected at the surface and 3.5 meters at G, and at the surface and
10.5 meters at 2 (samples collected at 3.5 meters and 10.5 meters had
been previously determined as the vertical center on the density
current at these sampling points). Immediately upon collection the
bacterial samples were transferred to glass screwcap bottles, placed
on ice and transported to the laboratory for analysis. Note that the
time from collection to initial 'isolation of the bacterial samples
did not exceed three hours (1,23).,
25
Bacterlall solation. Initial isolation of the samples was by •
the membrane filter method (1). Sample volumes filtered were 100 ml
thru 0.0001 ml in dilutions of ten. All dilution volumes less than
1 ml were obtained by diluting 10:1 in 9 ml peptone water dilution
blanks (1). The samples were filtered in two sets of five replicates
for each dilution.
One set of filtered samples were placed on pads saturated
with m-Endo media and then incubated at 35°C for 24 hours. The
remaining set of filtered samples were placed on pads saturated with
nutriant broth (NB) and incubated and were incubated at 27 C for 48
hours (7). After 24 hours the membranes incubated on m-Endo were
. enumerated.for typical coliform colonies of dilutions containing 7 to
70 colonies per plate (1). Typical metalic sheened colonies were
isolated onto EMB .agar plates for tentative identification arid culture
purification. All colonies demonstrating typical characteristics were
then identified to species. The second set. of plates were enumerated
for total bacterial growth at the end of incubation, replica plated
onto violet red bile agar (VRB) (21) and incubated at 35°C for an
additional 24 hours. After incubation the plates were enumerated for
.typical colonies. .All typical colonies were isolated onto EMB agar for
colonial purification. Both typical and atypical colonies were then
identified to species.
m-Erido me dig was included in. th'is experiment as a standard
referenced method. Also note that identification of isolates from
each of the media would result in information concerning its
specifity, or inhibitory action, for certain tribes or specific genera
if
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of the enteric group.
Identification of Isolates. All isolates v/ere first evaluated
for their oxidase reaction, Colonies growing on f i l ters incubated on
sugar free NB were subjected to the oxidase test of Daubner and Mayer
(7 ) . wi th the test reagent being applied directly to absorbant pads
and plac ing the fi l ter on the pad. All colonies demonstrating oxidase
negative rcsctvsns were enumerated and their corresponding position
on the replica plate was recorded. Isolates from rn-Endo were trans-
ferred to duplicate NB slants and oxidase reactions were performed
in the slant only. Pure cultures of isolates from VRB were also
transferred to NB slants and the oxidase test was reconfirmed. A l l
isolates were tested for gram reactions and their abil i ty to ferment
dextrose. All isolates exhibi t ing oxidase negative, gram negat ive,
and dextrose fermentation characteristics were subjected to the
mult imedia identification scheme (Chapter 2) .
RESULTS
The dye peak was. easily monitored. Its transit time from
ini t ial injection to Sampling Point A was 45 minutes. The distance
from Sampling Point 1 to Sampling Point A is 1200 meters, thus water
velocity from 1 to A was 0.444 m/sec.
From Sampling Point A to G dye transit time was one hour and
fifty minutes. The distance from Sampl ing Point A to G is 400
meters and the water velocity is 6.06x10" m/sec. The force required
for this, deceleration, assuming the .density .of, the'water- is 1.025
o
g/cc, and calculated by the formula F^v/At x rn, is 5.8x10 dynes.
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The water column temperature at 6 is isothermal from surface
to bottom. Obviously if the energy of deceleration is not given up
as heat, it must be conserved as turbulence result ing in redis t r ibut ion
of bottom sediments.
Transit time of the dye from Sampling Point G to 2 was four
hours and five minutes, representing a distance of 1000 meters and a
o
water velocity of 6.06x10 m/sec. Between G and 2 the density current
encounters a significantly larger volume of water than was encountered
prior to reaching Point G, yet. in 1000 meters between G and 2 there
was no decrease in water velocity. This would indicate that the
turbulent water is not mix ing as it penetrates fur ther into the l ake .
but acts as though it is being held in a tight column, a s i tuat ion not
unlike that in a pipe. (An attempt was made to trace the dye peak
further into Las Vegas Bay but it was never detected, beyond Sampling
Point 2.)
No attempt was made to determine the dye concentration at
Sampling Point A but concentrations at Sampling Points G arid 2 were
T.Q95 ppm and 0.44 ppm respectively. The dye d i lu t ion factor
indicated at Sampling Point G was 9.13x10 :1 w h i l e at Point 2 the
12d i lu t i on factor was 2.28x10 :!. The increase of d i lu t ion from G to
2 was only a factor of approximately 2:1, which appears to sub-
stantiate the theory that the density current is relatively unaffected
as it proceeds from G to 2. The leading edge of the dye envelope was
much sharper at Point G than at point 2 (Figure 3-2). The sharp
peak at G and the decreased slope of the envelope at 2 indicates
decreasing turbulence from G to 2. Note that the dye duration is
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approximately four minutes shorter at 2 than at G.
Because of the high background fluorescence in the !ake> the
actual leading and trail ing edges could not be determined wi th a great
deal of accuracy. The dye envelope may in fact be s ign i f i can t ly
longer than indicated fluoraetrically. The shape of the dye peaks
indicate that there is more turbulent flow at Sampl ing Point G than
at 2.
The apparent dye peak broadening would seem to preclude the
coincident sampling of any incident popula t ion i n i t i a l l y correlated
with dye in the stream. In fact, bacterial samples collected at
sampl ing points d id . not reflect the same d i lu t ion pattern os tho dye
(Table 3-2). Between Sampling Points A and G there was a decrease in
bacterial concentrations (both total bacteria and enteric bacteria)
and between-Points ia and 2 there was an increase in the bacterial
populations.
Surface samples collected at Sampling Point G and 2 contained
bacterial concentrations of the same order of magni tude , which
indicates that there may be a residual populat ion in the lake at all
times. Prior to this. investigation a bacterial study was conducted
between Sampling Point A and G (Table 3-3) du r ing o period v.'hen
enteric concentrations were approximately 1.4x107100 nl (df ter rn ina-
tions wer« on the basis of m-Endo isolation media) and d u r i n g this
tir.ie the surface concentrations wero of the sarne order of magnitude
y
as when incoming concentrations of enterics wera at 5.6x10/100 ml.
There was, however, a charge in the ratios of the* component species
in the oopulation.
Sample
Point
A
/>
r«
U
2.
2
Depth
(Meters)
0 3
0 9
•
3.5
•
0
10.5
6
8
•j
Total
Per
x
.73x10
A
.5x10^
.78x10
,8xl04
,06x10
Bacteria
100 ml
(NB)
7 2.
2.
5 8.
'5.
7
5.
<5
82x1 O6
A
13x10^
52x1 O4
5x1 03
c
45x1 0D
Enteric Bacteria
Per 100 ml
(VR3)
1
6
X
.04xl06
-)
.6xlOJ
8.6xl04
7
0
.OxlO3
c
.8x1 0s
6
2.79xl05
-}
4.9X1015
1.67xl04
3.3XI03
c
1.79x10°
Enteric Bacteria
Per 100 ml
(m-ENDO)
5.
0
78
3.
24
x
6x1 O2 5.
0
16
4 1.
11.
6
SxlO1
14
4
Table 3-2: Counts of total bacteria versus enteric
bacteria at Sample Points A, G, and 2.
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Sample
Point
A
G
G
Depth Enteric Bacteria
(Meters) Per 100 ml
x 6
0 1.12xl04 1.68xi03
0 22.5 3.6
3.7 5.44xl03 4.3x102
Table 3-3: Counts of enteric bacteria at Sample Points
A and G during a period of high concentra-
tion in Las Vegas Wash.
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Total bacterial concentrations were consistently higher than
enteric concentrations isolated on either VRB or m-Endo. Enteric
concentrations were consistently higher on replica plated VRB than
on m-Endo. There was a s l ight error in the enumeration of oxidase
negative bacteria based on the resu'its of the oxiriase reaction on
colonies grown on NB media. A significant m/mher of the oxidase
negative colonies v/ere actually very weak oxidase positive bacteria.
Therefore the differential count of total bacteria versus enteric
bacteria was s imilar ly affected.
Ths comparison between m-Endo and VRB media (to determine
the extent to which m-Endo was inhibitory to enterics) was a complete
success. Data concerning total numbers of enterics isolated on each
of the media confirmed literature conclusions that VRB was less
inhibitory. However, data on the specific genera affected to the
greatest extent was not determined because of the choice of EMS as a
purification medium. Although widely used as a recommended medium
for this purpose, EMB turned out to be as inhibitory as m-Endo to
most of the isolates from VRB and resulted in a.markedly reduced
percentage of identified colonies. This is another example of the
unreliabili ty of thoroughly referenced methods. However, subsequent
identification procedures using standard mul t imedia techniques were
envinentiy satisfactory (Chapter 2).
DISCUSSION
Optimal tracing of bacterial distributions depends primarily
on the detection of a unique population component present over a
33
finite period of time consistent with requirements predicted from
the systems analysis.
AH intensive search revealed no unique component in the
bacterial population. In view of the fact that greater than 500
isolates were Identified, this conclusion is eminently justified.
The results did indicate that varying ratios of consistently present
species might be equally useful.
The results also provided an excellent picture of the enteric
bacteria actually present, a result quite significant for public
health evaluation.
For example, consider the high numbers of Klebsiel'la pneumom'ae,
a known pathogen present in the wash (Figure 3-3). From a public
health point of. view it is fortunate that greater than 50 percent of
these organisms are sedirnented out at the convergence of LVVi-with
Las Vegas Bay (Figure 3-3). Also it is equally important thf.t large
numbers of dysentavy (Shj_ge]Ja_ sp.) and enteric fever (S^jjuon^ija. sp.}
bacteria were not found, although they have been demonstrated to be
present-in numbers far less than an infectious do3« (10 } per urn t
volume of water. Additional work concerning the fate of sedimonted
pathogens is strongly advised.
Returning to the ftasic discussion of water and bacterial
distributions., I feel the differ/: t^ci count of total nu-nberf. of LVW
enterics versus oxidase posHive bacteria, and the proportionate
distribution of coastituants compelsioc IV*1 and residua] ls!'e enteric
populations provided a valid tracing procedure.
The precsdino condition was fortified by coincide;!!; substan-
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tiating experiments conducted with Rhodamine WT. Both the bacteria
and the dye, 1) went to the same place, 2) were inf luenced by s i m i l a r
factors, turbulence and sedimentation (biological decay was an
additional factor affect ing bacteria only), 3) both were reduced in
their respective concentrations, however the bacteria were affected
to a greater extent than Rhodamine WT. My resul ts however, demon-
strate that this unfavorable relative reduction could be more than
compensated for by the use of .bacteriological procedures of much
greater sensitivity.
Inhibitory effects of media. It is abundant ly obvious that
the inhibitory nature of the standard media totally counterindicates
their further use and also thoroughly just i f ies the concern of this
thesis with optimized techniques.
The inhibitory effects of m-Ervdo to bacteria have been well
documented (4,5,7,19,?0,3G,34). VRB on the other hand has demonstrated
a capability of supporting the growth of much greater numbers of
enteric .bacteria than m-Endo, A comparison of counts of enterics
(Table 3-2) obtained from both m-ffndo and VRB is c lear ly indicat ive
of the inhibitory effect of m-Endo. The inhibi tory aspect of the
media appears to be associated wi th dye concentrations in the
formulation..
Dye concentrations of 1:100,000 w i l l inh ib i t gram-posi t ive
bacteria while a l lowing gram-negative organisms to grow. Obvious ly
the 7.05 g/1 (105 parts per 100,000} of basic fuchsin would be h igh ly
. selective and severely l imi t the survival of enteric bacteria that
do not read! sy ferment lactose. VRSJ on the other hand contains only
36
0.2 parts per 100,000 of crystal violet, a dye concentration that
would be much less inhibitory to slow and non-lactose fermenting
enteric genera.
When the dilution volumes of VRB and m-Endo plates selected
for enteric enumeration are examined, it is apparent that dilution
volumes were much smaller on VRB, yet this medium resulted in a
significantly much higher count of enteric organisms. This also
Indicates that there may be far greater numbers of slow or non-lactose
fermenting enteric tracers than there are lactose fermenting tracers.
These results may also indicate that there may be more stressed or
damaged enterics in the environment than are detectable with methods
and media generally accepted as standard.
The results show that significantly fewer transfers of
isolates from VRB grew on EME than those transferred from m-Endo. In
the case of EKB the high concentration (65 parts per 100,000)
methylene blue dye is implicated. The few organisms already growing
in the poisonous environment of Endo could withstand the similar
concentration of dye in EMB.
The inhibitory .effects of EMB on isolates taken from VRB
may have been amplified during incubation. The environment of the
incubator may have had a tendency to dehydrate the media. Dehydration
would increase the dye concentration and thus increase its inhibitory
action toward slow or non-lactose fermenting enterics.
fi^ l^  J}e^lJ:j}, m^ icji^ ojrts.. Public health aspects rt-'lativa
to these results are clear. The large number of undetected enteric
bacteria (with standard procedures} indicate there is the possibility
37
of a potential public health hazard continuing undetected until it
reaches infectious concentrations. This indicates that at the very
least a critical reviaw of currently accepted standards and procedures
should be initiated.
Dilution effects. Examination of the dye envelope (Figure 3-4)
indicates an overall broadening and amplitude attentuation as it
proceeds from Sampling Point G to Sampling Point 2. It seemed that
bacterial numbers and component distributions should follow the same
trend. The lengthening and attenuation of.bacterial numbers would
have the same effect: as dilution in decreasing the numbers of an
incident population. Therefore decreases in enteric tracers may not
be caused by dilution but rather from attenuation of their numbers
caused by broadening.
J^!I?H^ llLJ^ ii°__cJ3IIJ^ lP-$.< ^e graphic display (Figure 3-3)
of the component cjsnera of the lactose fermenting enteric tracers
suggests that there could be no tracing of these bacteria n>uch beyond
Sampling Point G where tracer concentrations are a factor of ten
times greater than background. Sampling Point 2 appears to be
approaching the limit.of detectability for the tracers utilized.
At this point, while still a detectable entity, they are of the same
order of magnitude oz background concentrations.
In applying tba component rot/io concept, I found thai "it held
to an amazing degree to G. This is especially significant in view
of the enormous energy change, decreases in velocity, and dilution
effects found -in'this region.' This new concept may have graat
potential for future application with more sensitive methods.
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Limits of the component ratio concept. Enteric tracer
bacteria entering the lake via LVW are also indigenous to the lake
and a residual population may be present at all times with some
variation in the concentrations of the component genera. Therefore,
to utilize enteric bacteria as tracers, lower numerical limits must
be preestab!ished for detection and also for the entering concentra-
tion of tracer. The precept that individual genera or ratios must be
intermittent should be applied. For example the data collected
during this investigation indicate in one instance an entering tracer
population whose component genera are in concentrations of 1 and 2
2
xlO /100ml,; and a background population of 3 and 7/100 ml in lake
water. Thus, tracing beyond Sampling Point G could not be accomplished
with any confidence because tracer concentrations were diluted or
broadened to the same order of magnitude as the residual population
of the lake.
Although there is no control of the entering bacterial
population limit, lower-detection limits can be based on the residual
population component concentrations. Figure 3-2 demonstrates that
the detection cutoff for enberic tracers is reached when the
individual components of the tracer fall below 3x10 /TOO nil (for an
acceptable degree of confidence). Figure 3-4 also illustrates that
extensive bacterial tracing in Las Vegas Bay would require a
tremendous concentration of enteric organisms for them to be detect--
ab'ie above the residual population of the lake. If, however the
enteric tracer is not indigenous to the lake and- present inter-
mittently in LVW, tracing could be accomplished with significantly
I40
lower enteric tracer concentrations.
During a period when very high concentrations of enteric
bacteria were present in LVW (Table 3-3) the background (lake)
concentrations of enteric tracer (Enterobacter cnlacae and Erwinea
herbicola) were of the same order of magnitude as they were at the
time of the dye study. Comparison of the component genera in the
background population (Figures 3-3 and 3-4) demonstrates the varia-
bility of the concentrations of the component genera within this
population. This supports the hypothesis that total numbers of
residual enteric bacteria remain relatively constant in the lake
while numbers-of component genera of the population show significant
variability, an observation weighing against the "Component Ratio"
tracing procedure. Note that in-both cases the. data was based on
isolates taken from m-Endo media and the number of isolates per
sample were not as numerous as was desired. However they did indicate
the feasibility of utilizing component enteric genera to determine
water distribution patterns. Obviously, isolation and identification
of much greater numbers of.enteric bacteria would bestow a greater
degree of confidence on.this kind of tracing, especially with the new
technical concepts presented in this thesis.
The problems inherent in. us via enteric bacteria tracers are
basically isolation of large numbers of enteric bacteria arid rapid
identification of thos-e-isolates. Both problems nay -be resolved by
careful selection of media and refining present techniques.
.Initial i sol ation and cul ti:re- puri t'i cation. The feasibility
of initially isolating enteric bacteria on NB and replies plating to
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transfer of discrete colonies to a series of plates containing the
descriptive media. The method generally used incorporates short nap
velvet disks cut to the same dimensions as the isolation plates used
(21), This method although satisfactory for two to three transfers
has a tendency to distort the individual colonies and in some
instances is responsible for cross contamination with adjacent
colonies. These effects appear to be caused by the bending of the
velvet nap. It appears that to continuously achieve discrete colonies
on a series of plates a more rigid transfer applicator such as a
densely bristled metal or nylon brush would be desirable.
Another problem involved in the transfer and maintenance of
discrete colonies in a series of replica plates is the dryness of
medium surfaces. A medium surface must be dry enough to inhibit the
motility of the isolates, yet not so dry as to increase the concentra-
tion of medium constituents to the point where they become inhibitory
or toxic to individual isolates.
Baseline grouping and a few confirmed identifications can be
achieved with eight media (3,6,8,24,28,33). Further description
beyond baseline grouping would be dictated by individual groups and
media would be made as needed.
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Chapter 4
DISTRIBUTION OF STREAM POLLUTION IN LAKE WATER
INTRODUCTION
Sewage effluent laden waters from Las Vegas Wash (LVW) form
a density current which may be detected in Boulder Basin of Lake Mead
at considerably distances from the wash estuary (6). This led us to
suspect that water from the inflowing stream (40 mgd, 1.5x10 cu m/day)
might not be rapidly diluted in the enormous volume of the lake
(19 million acre-ft, 2.3x10 cu m) but might persist as a recogniz-
able entity to the vicinity of the intake of a major water source
for populous Clark County, Nevada.
Because of the detection sensitivity implicit in the use
of bacteria as tracers, the signal amplification factor inherent
in their growth on media, and precedent in work on streams (5,7,10)
and air (3), we decided to investigate the possibility that they
mighc be employed to study the practical problem under consideration.
Ideally, certain thermophilic spore forming bacteria may be
fJeliberately added as tracers (11). The next best choice would be a
mesophilic spcre former (such as Baciljus subtil is var. ni iger), then,
as a third alternative, naturally occurring populations of bacteria
indigenous to LVW. The last alternative was adopted because of the
. - ; • • • ' " ' • ' ' 4 7
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health hazards (though slight) inherent in addition of large numbers
of spores to the environment under investigation.
Development of an experimental plan for use of indigenous LVW
bacteria as tracers was guided by four precepts:
1) The tracer should be indigenous to the wash but not to the
lake.
2) It should be present only intermittently in the wash. For
this reason, the use of coliforms as a group seemed counter-indicated,
since prior experience showed their continuous presence.
3) The tracer should not be present in other water sources
tributary to the lake. Fortunately, Boulder Basin of Lake Head
receives, water of other continuous, contributing streams (Colorado
and Virgin.Rivers) as a combined flow through Boulder Canyon, and
Anderson and Pritchard's data (1) showed that the influence of this
influx would be confined to certain regions of the waters of Boulder
Basin, changing in a predictable way depending on the time of the
year. Examination of their results .indicated that concurrent
sampling of Boulder Canyon and LVW might not be necessary.
4) The tracer (signal) should be easily recognizable and present
ir, significant enough numbers to be detected in the lake bacterial
population (noise) after dilution. Although a rough estimate of
n c
10 -1.0 bacteria per ml LVW water could be used to calculate numbers
entering the lake per unit time, the influence of factors affecting
dilution ('lower, limit "of lake epiliwnion at 10 meters, co-sedimenta-
tion with particulatest dissipation of the density current, lake
dilution rate*'organism survival (death or growth), and sampling
m\\
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frequency, made distribution estimates very tenuous and implied that
empirical determination would be necessary.
Obviously, quantitative or even qualitative values for any
of these factors could not be predetermined. This necessitated a
factorial experimental plan in which their influence could be dis-
cerned in a matrix of organism distributions by sampling station
location} depth, and time.
METHODS
Sampling stations were located (Figure 4-1) in LVW (Station 1),
between the-LVW estuary and the water systems inlet (Station 2), and
at the water systems inlet (Station 3). Statistically va l id (8)
samples were taken from the surface at Station 1 and at 10 meter
intervals, Stations 2and 3, with a Van Dorn bottle sanitized with
50-50 ethyl alcohol-acetone, and removed to the laboratory, where
initial steps in culturing were performed wi th in six hours of
collection. Sampling dates were 24 May, 10 and 24 Oune, and 12 O u l y ,
1974. . . . . . . . .
Total counts were performed according to standard membrane
filter procedures (13} except that 0.1 percent peptone water was
used as a diluent (14). Enumeration of colonies and determination of
pc.-rceivr.aqe distr ibutions of organism's, accord ing to colonial morphology
and color.were done after f ive days incubation at 25°C.
Colonies representing each population component were trans-
ferred to tryptone-glucose-extract slants and an o'xidase test
performed (2) to eliminate enterics. Oxidase posit ive isolates and
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oxidase negative yellow or orange chromogens were further differen-
tiated by gram reaction and morphology, and by their reactions in
dextrose broth, litmus milk, and sulfide-indole-motility medium, all
Difco products. The strategy here was to obtain the maximum number of
descriptors from the fewest and simplest tests. Bona fide identifica-
tion was not attempted. Note that isolates represented that fraction
of the population actually counted; bacteria present in low numbers
were thus selected against.
RESULTS
When the 215 isolates were screened for similar characteris-
tics, 33 operational units with identical properties were discerned
and designated by letter. The temporal and spatial distribution
matrix of these units was then examined for 1) presence at Station 1
on any, but not more than one, of the sampling dates, and 2} presence
at Station 1 before appearance at Station 3. Units fulfilling these
conditions were assumed to be bacterial tracers indigenous to LVU,
The distribution of these tracers is given in Table 4-1. The
results suggest that water from LVW was recognizable mostly in the
hypolimnio:i at the water systems inlet with a transit time of about
two weeks.
The percentage of the total number of bacteria found by
plating or similar methods may be small and variable according to the
environment, sampled (12). Also, recall that oxidase-negative non-
chromogens were preselected against. Therefore, the data in Table 4-2
on positive descriptors for tracers or other operational units are not
Isolate
Qualifying
as
Tracer
H
J
N.'
P
AA
Las Vegas Wash
(SUM on 1'
Date* .
Found
May 24.
May 24
Jane 10
June 10
June 24
i
• Tracer/nil
45
454
no
no
5500
Percent
Tracer in Total
Bacterial Count
1
10
5
5
33
• . i
Boulder Basin '
(Stations 2 and 3) .
Date*
Found
May 24
May 24
June 24
June 10
June 24
June 24
July 12
Station
2
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
2 |
3
Depth, m
20
30
0
40
10
0
20
20
50
30
10
20
30
40
50
0
40
30
40
Tracer/ml
30
870
104
354
<]
<!
2
59
398
124
465
89
103
423
285
12 =
140
210
670
Percent
Tracer ;in Total
Bacterial Count
3
67
58
; 46
1
'4
4
16
34
10
48
24
19
42
28
29
87
70 •
96
*A11 dates 1974.
Table 4-1: Distribution of bacterial tracers indigenous to Las Vegas Wash in Boulder Basin, Lake Mead.
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Gram Negative
Rods
Gram Positive
Rods
Rods w/spores
Cocci
Yeast
Pigment
None
Orange or yellow
Other
Dextrose
Acid
Gas
No acid or gas
SIM
Tracers Having
Characteristic
H.J.P.M
N
H,J
N,P,AA
O.N.P
J
H,AA
Table 4-2: Characteristics of tracer and non-tracer bacterial
operational units.
Number of OU Having
Characteristic
24
4
3
2
14
14
25
5
1 "2$I Indole
f Motile
I- Litmus Milk| Unchanged
1 Acid
I Prbteolyzed
1 . Alkaline.
-
-
All
P
0,N
0
H,AA
5
5
29
Tt
. 1 4
14
12
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claimed to represent the properties of water bacteria present, but
rather are given to indicate the relative utility of the tests employed.
Of these, pigment and reactions in litmus milk were the most useful
and motility the least.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Our data indicate that bacteria appearing sporadically in an
inflowing stream (already there) can be used to trace the distribution
of the waters of the stream in those of .a lake, and that employment
of a factorial sampling and assay experimental plan allows compliance
with precepts 1 and 2 given in the Introduction.
However, two additional measures would have greatly amplified
the meaningful ness of the results. First, much more frequent sampling
at Station 1 should have been performed to determine more adequately
the numbers of tracers with time. Consider, for example, the data
for N,P, and H. Numbers given for N and P may have represented the
end of a surge, those for H the beginning of one. More thorough
sampling may have all owed us to conclude, not just surmise, that LVW
waters were carried rapidly to the vicinity of Station 2 by the
density-current, but from thence more slowly to Station 3 by other
mechanisms.
Second* •cultures of tracers and filter-sterilized water
samples should have been retained so that death or growth rates could
be determined po«;t priori. The data imp "I y that the tracers tended to
appear at depth at Station 3. but perhaps they just survived longer
in the colder water of the hypolimnion.
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Generally, it was very fortunate that total counts of samples
from Boulder Basin were so low, otherwise tracers might not have been
detectable amid more numerous bacteria native to the lake (precept 4).
Perhaps our results reflected and were greatly aided by the situation
cited by Rodina (9), who observed that plating reveals 100 times fewer
of the total bacteria present in unpolluted than in polluted water.
It has been known for many years (4) that, low plate counts (100-2000/ml)
are indicative of oligotrophy. Our viable counts were in this range,
thus Rodina's conclusion may have applied. With such low total
numbers recorded for lake samples, and with significant percentages of
the bacterial population in many lake samples consisting of tracers,
it is difficult to recognize any organisms as indigenous to the lake
by standard 'membrane'filter methods. Note that we did not sample
and assay Boulder Canyon input (precept 3). Note also, however* that
penetration of the tracers to Station 3 formed a recognizable pattern,
when such a pattern exists it may be desirable but not absolutely
necessary to assay all inflows.
The labor involved in describing population components could
be reduced by additional preselection (for example, consideration
of yellow or orange chromogens only), and by technical improvements
such as replica plating, perhaps to one or two media designed to
provide descriptors of greater individual value.
The advaNtaGe.of the indigenous bacterial tracer technique
over the use of fluorescent dyes ir> not in the relative sensitivity
cf the basic assays, but rather lies in the. enormous amount of tracer
a'tready present in the inflow.
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Also note that the matrical sampling and assay scheme may be
arranged and managed to detect only entering bacterial surges of
predetermined significant magnitude.
These advantages are particularly significant when determina-
o
tion of water distribution into a very large volume (8.2x10'' cu m in
Boulder Basin) is considered.
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Chapter 5
COLIFORM BACTERIA IN LAKE MEAD
INTRODUCTION
The status of .Lake Mead as a water supply and recreational area
presumably made an estimation of sources and distributions of enteric
bacteria highly desirable.
Although these bacteria may originate in the intestine of verte-
brates other than man, or even in root nodules of plants (Klebsiella)»
their presence has been assumed to be an indicator of pollution.
Standards for coliforms (lactose positive enterics and other
bacteria) in water have been established by various agencies„ Coliform
counts of the waters of lakes and their tributaries may be interpreted
to indicate compliance or non-compliance with these standards.
However, enforceability will depend on the validity of methods.
Therefore, we have conducted a brief examination of factors influencing
the operability of tentative "standard" membrane filter procedures,
including the identity of bacteria which they cte.termine.
METHODS
Samples were frcm points indicated in Figure 5-1 with a 3 liter
Van Dorn bottle sanitized with acetone-alcohol. Except as indicated
otherwise in the text, samples were placed on ice and delivered to the
laboratory for enumeration of feca'i arsd total col i form bacteria
according to membrane filter procedures in reference 6. One- filter was
59
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used per aliquot of sample.
RESULTS
Results for the year February 1974 through January 1975 are
given in Tables 5-1, 5-2, 5-3, and 5-4.
Las Vegas Wash (Station I) is a significant source of coliform
bacteria entering Las Vegas Bay, especially when the flow volume of
the stream is considered. For example, at a flow volume of 20 million
gallons per day with a coliform count of 1000 per 100 ml, 7.5x10 of
these bacteria, might enter the estuary in 24 hours.
However, the actual fate of these bacteria after they leave
Station I is difficult to discern from the data.
Several factors may play a part in determining to what extent
"wash coliforms" seed Las Vegas Bay and in general, the Lake. Among
these are: 1) Sedimentation along with the significant particulate
load carried by the Wash as the stream loses velocity upon entering the
estuary; 2) the role of the density current (3) formed by Wash.f low
in the estuary in carrying coliforrns into various regions of the Bay;
3) the influence of wind, underwater obstructions, hydro-dynamic
forces generated in the lake, and shear forces operating on the density
current, in nrixing the bacteria-laden waters of the wash v/itS those
of the estuary and bay; 4) normal death rates ("biological decay")
of €he coliform populations in unfavorable lake environments, or even
growth in sonse cases, and 5) sources of "lake" col i forma other than the
Wash.
It is tempting to assume that the .-Iodine of coliform numbers
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Station
1
2
3
4
5
Depth, m
0
0
8
o
10
20
30
40
45-50
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70-75
0
10 .
20
30
40
50
60.
65
Col i forms/1 00 ml
28 February
F T
55 55
0 0
0 37
8 0
8 0
0 0
0 2
0 0
2 4
3 0
4 4
9 11
1 5
1 4
0 8
0 9
0 9
—
—
—
__
—
__
19 March
F T
— —
0 0
0 0
0 9
_..
_ _
—
—
_ _
0 0
0 800
0 196
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0. 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
-
23 April
F T
—
2 0
2 0
3 0
0 340
4 0
11 0
12 0
22 1
2 0
1 0
2 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
. 5 11
155 0
10 2
10 17
154 630
34 2
11 0
89 109
24 May
F T
47 240
0 0
0 3
0 0
0 0
1 0
1 1
0 0
—
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 I
0
0 0
0 0
0 12
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
--
—
F - Jecal
T - Total
Table 5-1: Distribution of fecal and total coliform bacteria in Lake
Mead, February, March, Apr i l , May, 1974,
F - Fecal
T = Total
Table 5-2:
Coliforms/100 ml
tation Depth, m
] . 0
2 0
3
8
0
j 10
4
•
•
20
30
F
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
40-45 j 0
o
10
20
30
0
0
0
0
10
T
650
10
30
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
June
F
70
0
0
0
0
0
Q
0
1
0
0
0
24
T
210
0
6
0
1
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
F
0
0
. 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
T
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
July
26
F
1730
10
100
70
0
0
100
200
0
.
0
_ _
•
T
2500
0
11
10 .
1
100
7
90
0
—
2
—
August
14
F T
500
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
—
0
-_
200
0
0
1
0
1
.0
0
0
0
—
Distribution of fecal and total coliform bacteria in Lake Mead, June, July, August,
1974.
ca
fc=^ - i;
F = Fecal
T = Total
Table 5-2 (cont.)
Station
•
DSDth, H!
40
| 50
5
.
60-65
70-75
0
10
20
t
I 30
40
50-55
r
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
T
Q
0
0
--
0
0
0
1
0
0
Oune
F
0
0
0
_ _
3
5
0
0
0
0
Coll
24
T
0
0
0
—
16
20
0
0
0
0
F
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
forms/ 100 ml
July
12
T
0
0
0
0
1
2
3
20
0
3
25
F
0
—
—
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
T
August
14
F
i
0
—
0
2
2
.0
0
0
0
0
0
—
0
0
0
0
0
T
0
-
0
-
0
0
1
0
1
-
CD
Station
1
2
4
o
Depth* ;n
0
0
"SO
0
20
40
60
Col 1 forms/1 00 ml ' .. .
28 August
F T
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
13 September
F 7
' 30 100
90 3
50 120
, 50 0
0 10
; o o
. 0 0
29 September
F T
110 900
0 0
0 500
370 6
0 1
0 5
0 0
11 October
F T
200 300
10 3
0 300
1 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
25 October
F T
180 330
10 6
20 180
70 120
190 30
0 0
0 0
T" •-•
Fecal
Total
Table 5-3: Distribution of fecal and total coliform bacteria in Lake Mead, August, September and
October, 1974.
Col i forms/1 00 ml
Station
1
2
4
F <= Fecal
T = Total
Table 5-4:
Depth, in
o
0
10
0
20
40
60
Distribution of fecal
15
F
80
7
30
8
0
0
0
and
November
T
1300
40
60
5
. 0
0
0
total col i form
27 December
F T
130
12
50
0
0
0
0
bacteria
60
1
20
0
0
0
0
in Lake Mead,
23 January
F f
140
7
10
0
0
0
0
November
190
16
100
0
0
4
1
and
December, 1974, and January, 1975.
CT)
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from Station "I (Wash) and Station 2 (estuary, especially note 8-10
meter data) represented the operation of these factors. However,
without results from a more extensive sampl ing array in the estuary,
I I , I ' M "
' ' 'lljiif
' a de f in i t ive conclusion cannot be reached. ||1
i j l f i ' l l is '
^ ' ' I ' l l 'Several other observations follow: Ipi
1. Interim" ttency at Station I. I!!!]!
The number of coliforms at Station I was rather va r i ab le from |
I . ! j i , ! 1 :
one sampling date to the next. On 12 July and 28 August none of these
bacteria was detected at Station I. This implies that coliforms may
occur in surges; counts recorded for Stations 3 and 4 in the bay would
not be related to counts taken at Station I on the same day, but to
populations in the Wash at some date before that of sampling in the
Bay, if the origin of coliforms in the Bay was Las Vegas Wash. Thus,
the fact that none or few coliforms were found at Station 3 or 4 on
I -. 12 July and 28 August might mean that coliforms had been non-existent
in the Wash for some time prior to those dates. By the same reasoning,
the data for 24 May, 10 and 24 June, and 14 August, might have detected
the beginning of a pulse, results for 23 April may imply the end of
one, and those for 26 July may indicate a continued surge of coliforms.
2. The density current.
Counts at Station 2 in the estuary were higher at 8-10 meters
than at the surface,, reflecting the course of the density cur ran t .
However, at Bay sfcafSons', col i forms seemed more numerous nearer the
surface, particularly during the summer. Note the exception at
Station 3S 26 July, when 100 fecnl colitomii, per 100 ml were found at
30 meters and 200 at 40-45 meters.
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Because of the persistence of the density current near bottom
during spring and fall, one would expect to find coliforms only at
depth in the bay in those periods. Such was not the case on 28
February and 23 April; Stations 3 and 4, or on 15 November, Station 4.
Collform populations at Station 5 seemed to vary independently
of those in the Bay (see data for 23 April).
3. Ratios of fecal to total coliforms.
It is usually assumed that fecal/total coliform ratios must be
less than 1.0 (4). In 58 instances this was true for the assays under
consideration here. However, in several cases the F/T ratio was
greater than 1. Table 5-5 shows the incidence of these "offenses."
Note that instances of F/T > 1 were predominantly at Stations
2> 3, and 4. In terms of number of offenses per number of times each
station was assayed, there were two aberations per 21 times counted
at Station U 7 of 24, Station 2; 3 of 9, Station 3; 8 of 23, Station
4; and 1 of 8, Station 5. The data, in fact, show that the excessive
F/T ratios were not technical errors or artifacts. Two plausible
explanations are:
a) Normal errors and low -counts; (G may be as much as
50% of x).
b) A particular organism in the population of coliforms
preferred the fecal count medium and conditions to
the total count medium and conditions, and was a
better survivor than its peers.
4. Identity of coliforms:
It seemed logical that consideration of the genera of conforms
i
1611"!' !
w
f t !
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1-I? \e
•f 28 Febr. '74
I
I *
i ? 19 Mar.
1 '| ; 23 Apr.
;•! •
1 ;.
ft 24 May
If 10 June
If 24 June
m
m- u July
|| 26 July
1|| 14 Aug.
1
If 28 Aug.
It n s • •
1
If
•1 29 Sept.
l^ | *ji' '
Col i forms/ 100 ml
Station 1
F T
55 55
>» A. ^ «•
47 240
0 650
70 210
0 0
1730 . 2500
500 200
0 0
•30 100
100 900
If
•1 11 Oct. i 200 300
Ratio
F/T>1.0
Station
2
3
4
None
2
3
4
5
None
None
4
None
2
3
1
2
None
2
4
4
2
If F = Fecal
m 1 •--• Total
Depth, m
0
1 0,10
0
None
0,10
0,20,30,40
0,10,20,30,60
10,50,60
None
None
.0
None
0,10
0,30,40
0
0
None
0
0
0
0
Table ^--5: Incidence of ratios greater than 1 of focal to total
conforms, Las Vegas Wash and Lake Mead.
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Date
25 Oct.
15 Nov.
27 Dec.
23 Jan. '75
Col i forms/1 00
Station 1
F
180
80 1
130
140
nil
T
330
300
60
190
Ratio
• F / T > 1 . 0
Station
4
2
4
4
1
2
None
Depth, m
0,20
0
20
0
0
0
None
F = Fecal
T = Total
Number of times stations assayed:
Table 5-5 (cont.)
1:21, 2:23, 3:9, 4:23, 5:8
I\
ft
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isolated at random from total and fecal count filters might yield clues
on 1) the occurrence of F/T ratios greater than 1, and 2) the wash as
a source of bay and lake coliforms. Accordingly, the data in Table
5-6 were assembled for organisms isolated in May, June, July, and
August, and identified by procedures in references 1 and 2.
Apparently., all genera isolated from total counts were also
isolated from fecal counts except Edwardsiella hafniae, which appeared
only on total count filters. The relative ability of each genus to
grow under the two conditions cannot be evaluated from the data
because of the use of random isolates, thus, identifications as they
were performed did not explain the F/T ratios.
» However,, it does appear that £. col i, Serrati a marcescens,
Enterobacter liffijefaciens. Shi gel la, and Klebsjena were "Wash"
organisms (with K1_ebsie|1a possibly the best survivor), and that
Enterobacter cloacae and Edwardsiella hafniae, were possibly "lake"
(Station 5) organises.
The results of an experiment in which the same samples were
counted with Violet Red Bile spread plates and with Endo medium and
mi Hi pore filters gave additional evidence of the variability inherent
in the latter method, a water and wastewater standard (6). The data
in TabU-s 5-7 and 5-8 show that Violet Red Bile spread plates
yielded much higher counts, and that tenth percent peptone water (7)
was a tetter diluent than the recommended phosphate buffer. Violet
Red Bile Agar is a medium recommended for enumeration of col i forms
in dairy products (5).
Date
24 Hay
10 June
24 June
Fecal Coliforms
'
Organism Name
Escherichia
CO 11
Escherichia
I col 1
1
Klebsiella
spp.
Enterobacter
cloacae
Enterobacter .
liquefaciens
Serratia
marcescens
Shi gel! a
spp.
Escherichia
col i
Number
of
Isolates
7
1
3
2
1
1
1
6
Stations
from
which
Isolated
1,3
3
2
1,3
1
1
1
1
Total Col i forms
Organism Name
<*««> K>
Escherichia
coli
Klebsiella
spp.
Escherichia
coli
Number
of
Isolates
6
3
9
Stations
from
which
Isolated
1,2
1,2
1,2,3,5
Table 5-6: Identity of bacteria isolated from fecal and total coliform counts.
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Date
'
.
12 July
26 July
Fecal Coliforms
.
Organism Name
Enterobacter
cloacae
Enterobacter
liquefaciens
Escherichia
coli
Number
of
Isolates
7
1
10
Stations
from
which
Isolated
5
5
1
Total Coliforms
Organism Name
Enterobacter
cl oacae
Enterobacter
liquefaciens
Klebsiella
spp.
Citrobacter
freundii
Serratia
marsescens
Escherichia
coli
Citrobacter
freundii
Edwards i ell a
hafm'ae
Escherichia
coli
Number
of
Isolates
: 6
1
2
3
2
4
3
i
4
Stations
from
whi ch
Isolated
3,5
5
2,3
3,5
1
2,5
3,5
5
1
Table 5-6 (cont.) CO
Date
14 August
Fecal Col i forms
Organism Name
Enterobacter
cloacae
Pseudomonas
spp.
Klebsiella
spp.
Cltrobacter
freundii
Unknown
Number
of
isolates
1
3
1
2
1
Stations
from
which
Isolated
'
2
3
2
1
4
Total Col i forms
Organism Name
Enterobacter
liquefaciens
Klebsiella
spp.
Pseudomonas
spp.
Escherichia
con
Klebsiella
spp.
Edwards i el la
hafniae
Pseudomonas
spp.
Number
of
Isolates
1
3
5
7
2
1
4
Stations
from
which
Isolated
1
3,5
3
1
1
5
1,3,5
Tab]2 5-6 (co«t.)
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Depth
5
10
20
30
40
55
Total Coliforms /1 00 ml
• Violet Red Bile
Spread Plates
X
0
200
1100
1900
2100
3200
a
_
300
600
800
1400
1000
Endo
Millipore
15
20
0
0
Q
0
Table 5-7: Total coliforms at Station 5, Lake Mead, 24 June 1974, by
Violet Red Bile agar spread plates and by standard methods
with Endo broth and Membrane filters.
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i
j Method
Mi 1 i i pore
Millipore
Mi 1 1 i pore
Mi 1 1 i pore
Spread Plate
Spread Plate
Differential
Medium
En do
Endo
Violet Red Bile
MFC
Violet Red Bile
Violet Red Bile
Dilution
Medium
0.1% Peptone
Phosphate*
0.1% Peptone
Phosphate
0.1% Peptone
Phosphate
0.1% Peptone
Phosphate
Col i forms /1 00 ml
?.,300
600
0
0
900**
270**
23,000
14,000
Sample: Las Vegas Wash at Pabco Road, 20 May 1974
*Standard methods for the examination of water and wastewater, APHA.
New York, (195)
**Feca1 coliforms only
Table 5-8: Differential and dilution media fluid for coliform counts
by Mi Hi pore and Spread Plate methods.
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5. Boulder Harbor
Las Vegas Wash is certainly not claimed to be the only source
of coliforms entering the lake. To substantiate this, total and fecal
coliforms were determined on samples from Boulder Harbor (Table 5-9,
Stations H, BH, SHE, 5, Figure 5-1). Colonies were too numerous to
count on filters through which were passed 1.0 ml samples taken from
near bottom at the Marina.
Filtration was performed (Swir.nex holders) and the filters
exposed to media on site. This successful expedient avoided alter-
ations to the counts which might have occurred during transportation
to the laboratory.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Although several factors may combine to reduce the number of
enteric bacteria entering Lake Mead from Las Vegas Wash, populations
in the latter still seem offensively high when the total flow is
considered and when a pathogen, Shi gel la, can be isolated and
tentatively identified from a small sample.
The data we have presented on FC/TC ratios and or; methodolccV;
imply that membrane filter methods as they are given in reference- f.,
or, for that matter, any assay depending on lactose fermentation n-.o.y
be inadequate ?;.s tools for en Forewent of coliform star;cards.
However, they gain i!unec.;surab"iy 'in specificity by idenclvacation of
r:he actual enteric bacteria present.
Violet: Red Bile spread plates with tenth percent peptone 01; a
diluent apparently is a better enumeration technique cu'id perhaps
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Location
Station 5
Pumping Station
Boulder Harbor
En trance-
Marina- Float
Depth, in
0
20
40
0
20
40
0
20
0
10
Col i forms /1, 00
Fecal
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
TNTC**
m\^
Total
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
3
5
*Swinnex filter
**Too numerous to count, 1 ml/filter
Table 5-9: Coliform bacteria near Water District inlet and in Boulder
Harbor, Lake Mead, 4 August 1974.
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should replace the mi Hi pore method described in reference 6.
Coliform bacteria may serve as useful tracers of hydrodynamic
events in the Lake.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The results cited above are quite useful for recommendations
for further study. Among these recommendations are:
a) More frequent sampling at Station I to identify coliform
pulses, accompanied by,
b) More frequent sampling at more numerous stations in the estuary
and bay to determine coliform fate and the factors contributing to
their distribution. A short period of intensive assaying is indicated.
Design the program to answer the question.
c) Identification of colifortn genera as percentages of the total
and fecal coliform counts and evaluation of the relative ability of
each isolate to grow on Endo medium at 35° and on m-FC medium at
45°C. This is essential to an evaluation of the validity and signifi-
cance of results obtained.
d) Identification of coliform sources other than Las Vegas Wash.
e) Following the development of a satisfactory method for deternri-
riation of coliform concentrations at North Shore Road and in Lake Mead,
assist the District. Health Department in establishing an adequate
monitoring program. This last step is essential both to insure the
maintenance of water quality standards and to provide continuing
assurance thai: tha public health is protected.
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CONCLUSIONS FOR THE THESIS AS A WHOLE
The necessity for.subdivision of the work reported in this
thesis into separate chapters masks their interrelationship and
obscures the actual integral nature of the results. For this reason
a concise statement of conclusions is presented here.
Bacteria indigenous to a stream can be used to trace water
distributions in a lake. This technique has been established as of
proven feasibility with oxidase positive bacteria and of partially
established feasibility with oxidase negative bacteria.
The constraints imposed by dilution under the worst possible
conditions, mixing, have been established, so that realistic pre-
dictions could be made of detection of tracers of given initial
numbers and durations at locations increasingly remote from the
source of injection.
For the oxidase negative bacteria, standard methods are
intractable in that the toxicity of inhibitors present in the media
results in a heavy burden on population estimates. This has proven
the key barrier to the use of oxidase negative bacteria as tracers
of water distribution patterns.
For the oxidase negative bacteria, the multitest scheme for
identification provides a source of descriptors, once the bacteria
have been isolated. The entire array of descriptors is too cumber-
some for routine use, as is the sequential treatment of individual
single isolates.
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A single solution to the 1) inhibitory initial isolation and
2) the isolate identification problems, has been resolved. This
solution involves initial plating on non-inhibitory agar followed by
serial replica plating onto multi-descriptor media, a measure which
allows simultaneous evaluation of similar characteristics and
percentage distributions of hundreds of bacteria at once rather than
one at a time.
Public health hazards may be much more easily detected by
these improved techniques.
Both bacterial tracer and fluorescent dye tracer in water
from Las Vegas Wash were detectable in the density current just above
the mud water interface of the lake. A large fraction of the entering
bacterial load was deposited at the mouth of the wash.
Resuspension of sediment bound bacteria is the result of the
lake level and the dynamic forces taking place at the Las Vegas Wash
lake water interface.
Oxidase positive bacteria may be detected in the hypolimnion
near the water district. Detection usually takes place within two
weeks after their appearance in Las Vegas Wash. This is considered
to be the result of two factors, 1) greater sensitivity of detection
of these organisms, and 2) the fact that they are already present in
the lake in low numbers,
Oxidase negative bacteria, in significant numbers over those
already present in the lake have been detected as far into the lake
as Sampling Point 3 under special conditions (i.e. during a period
when sanitation plants are inoperative) but at Sampling Point 2 in
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most occasions. In general the distribution of oxidase negative
bacteria correlates well with the arrival of the injected dye peak
at sampling points in Las Vegas Bay.
Arrival time of the dye peak was coincident with the bacterial
tracer arrival, under the rigidly maintained sampling regimen employed
in this study. The transit time from dye injection at North Shore
Road to Sample Point 1, 1200 meters downstream was 45 minutes. Transit
time from Sampling Point A to Sampling Point G, 400 meters downstream
was 110 minutes. From G to Sampling Point 2, a distance of 1000, was
245 minutes. Actual difficulty in locating relatively low amounts of
the dye added, and persisting in a relatively cohesive entity weighs
heavily in the use of indigenous bacterial tracers which represent
a rather long term high concentration injection.
The "component ratio" concept of bacterial tracing has great
promise as a means of tracing water distribution patterns of streams
into lakes. The utility of this new concept lies in that it is not
dependent on the sporadic emergency of a unique bacterium that is
indigenous to the influent stream and not the lake. This new concept
is dependent on the relative ratios of entering bacteria genera being
maintained as they penetrate progressively into the lake. The
maintenance of the component ratio makes them independent, of the noise
created by populations of like bacteria in line lake. Simply, this
means that tracing may be initiated at any time the need occurs.
Recommendations for future action. The results of all facets
of this sti;dy are very useful for recommending future study. Among
these recommend?tions are: 1) Gain an understanding of the dynamic
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action of the lake on currents containing bacteria of Las Vegas Wash
origin. 2) Make a thorough study of events taking place at the
convergence of LVW with the lake. 3) Determine the concomitant
effects on the fate of sedimented bacteria. 4) Make an extensive
application of replica plating and the multidescriptor scheme for
locating bacterial tracers and pathogenic bacteria. 5) Integrate
these data to design a sampling regimen optimized by space and time.
6) Apply the resulting scheme to the lake.
